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1. Primitive Segmentation Visualization
In this section, we visualize more primitive instance seg-

mentation results produced by our method. Figure 1 and
Figure 2 shows our predictions on ABC dataset [5] and our
self-collected scene dataset, respectively.

Our method can extract small instances with complex
structures correctly (Figure 1). By learning only local sur-
face properties, our features are rich enough to recover un-
limited number of instances in challenging scene environ-
ments shown in Figure 2. Finally, we can merge chunks of
scenes seamlessly to handle input at very large scale. Fig-
ure 3 primitive segmentation of several merged large scenes
using our methods.

Figure 1. Primitive instance segmentation visualization using our
method on ABC dataset.

Figure 3. Primitive instance segmentation visualization on large
scenes.

Figure 2. Primitive instance segmentation visualization using our
method on self-collected scene dataset.



Figure 4. Scene-level abstraction comparisons. Our method is bet-
ter at preserving geometry and structure for both indoor and out-
door environments.

2. Scene-level Abstraction

Comparisons Figure 4 provides both indoor and outdoor
environments where triangulated scans are abstracted by
Quadric Edge Collapse Decimation (QEC) [4], space slic-
ing (KSR) [1] and our method.

QEC [4] tends to produce inaccurate geometry and gaps.
KSR [1] is good at preserving structures but has limitations
on handling small, curved surfaces or non-watertight sur-
faces. With similar simplification rate, our method pre-
serves better geometry and structure for both indoor and
outdoor environments.

Implementation Details Figure 5 illustrates our scene
abstraction pipeline. We mainly follow the ideas proposed
in [6] but replace several stages with our own components
to increase robustness for handling real scans. First, instead
of constructing a manifold from outer-hull deformation, we
directly reconstruct the surface using [2] and use it as input.
This step ensures geometry accuracy and robust reconstruc-
tion for scanned data. While [6] extracts feature lines based
on clean surface normals of man-made shapes, we produce
primitive instance segmentation for mesh vertices from our
network, and extract “feature lines” as boundary edges ad-
jacent by triangles from different instances. Such modifi-
cation leads to better simplification rate revealed in Table
6 of the main paper. We further simplify feature lines us-
ing polyline simplification [7] and triangulate the simplified
curves for each primitive instance based on 2D Delaunay
triangulation [3].

Such a pipeline integrates our learning method to pro-
duce a robust scene abstraction system that handles various
kinds of scene from indoor to large-scale outdoor environ-
ment shown in Figure 6.
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